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CEOCFO: Mr. Abasov, what attracted you to Allana Resources? 

Mr. Abasov: “I was with another potash company called Potash One, as a senior vice president. That company had a Sa skatchewan 

property with a focus on solution mining. The reason I was attracted to Allana Resources is that this particular asset in Ethiopia, in 

the Ethiopian dessert in the northeast of the country, has very attractive characteristics. This deposit has very shallow depth of about 



50 to 80 meters deep and this property was previously explored by a number of different reput able companies. For example, in the 

1960’s an American company called Pa rsons did full exploration programs with about three hundred drill holes in that area. We 

already have a report on this property, done by a premiere potash engineering firm out of Germany called E rcosplan. The property 

has very positive characteristics plus the fact that Ethiopia is considered a very stable and pro -business government in Africa. Ther e-

fore, I have decided to join the company to lead this effort.”  

 

CEOCFO: What is the status of the project? 

Mr. Abasov: “As I mentioned, this pro perty was explored previously. Currently we have quite a large extensive property there and 

when I say property it is an exploration license granted by the Ethi opian government. Where we stand now is that we have recently 

finished an asses sment study by the German group who have traveled there and also looked at all the data that resides in the capital 

of Ethiopia. They are telling us that reported numbers are about 100 million tonnes of inferred resource between two different layers 

in what they call a silvite and kainit layers. Last week we started form ulating an exploration program going fo rward. This primarily 

includes quite a bit of seismic work, most likely 2D seismic to start with and followed by a drilling program to confirm and hopefully 

upgrade the existing potash resource there.”  

 

CEOCFO: What are the unique cha llenges and opportunities about looking for potash? 

Mr. Abasov: “Potash is a very interesting mineral used mostly for fertilizer. Potash is abundant in the world; however, it is highly 

geographically concentrated. So if you think about potash production, cu rrently two major countries come to mind, one being Can-

ada and specifically Sa skatchewan and the other one Russia. There are altogether about twelve countries that produce potash in the 

world, but the rest of the world is of course the consumer. In exploring for potash you have to go to the areas that  have been previ-

ously explored and are known to have potash resources. That is probably the best way to tackle the exploration issue of potash b e-

cause obviously that is the best return on your time and effort and that is why you will see that there are a l ot of companies, a lot of 

juniors mushrooming in Saskatchewan. Also some juniors are trying to get land positions in the US; as the same prairie evaporate 

formation from Saskatchewan continues into the US.  

 

We believe that the best mining method for potash  is solution mining at this point. Obviously not all the assets or d eposits are ame-

nable to solution mining, as we have to have specific conditions for solution mining to work. The reason that we think solution mi n-

ing is more adva ntageous, is first with solution mining you don’t have to sink a shaft. That means a tremendously less expensive 

Capex, basically what you do is drill wells, heat the water to a certain d egree and then pump water u nderground. This will dissolve 

the potash underground creating caverns. The dissolved potash along with other minerals is pumped back up for proces sing and 

separating potash from other minerals. Another advantage is that b ecause you don’t need to sink a shaft for underground mining you 

can actually cut the time to producti on. For example, the current estimate is that it will take five to seven years for a Greenfield u n-

derground mine to be put into operation vs. a sol ution mine, which will probably take four to five years. In the case of Ethi opia, these 

deposits are much more shallow compared to Saskatchewan or the United States deposits. In Saskatchewan we are talking about five 

hundred to one thousand meters and deeper; in the US it is even deeper than that. In Ethiopia, we are talking about fifty to eighty to 

a hundred meters. Obviously there are deposits in Ethiopia that are deeper than that, but there is a substantial r esource as far as we 

know, as of now that is located about fifty to one hundred below surface.” 

 

CEOCFO: What about using geothermal and solar power?  

Mr. Abasov: “That is an exce llent point; geothermal and solar evaporation for s olution mining is a really great fit. Ho wever, de-

pending on the geography of that particular deposit you may 

or may not be able to use it. To give you an example a US 

company called Intrepid out of Utah, makes of use of solar 

evaporation for their potash operations. However, in a 

geography such as Saskatchewan for example, 

although there are a lot of sunny days in the year, you can 

not really take advantage of solar evaporation let alone 

geothermal. In the case of Ethiopia in the report that we 

have received from Ercosplan they state that there is a very 

distinct possibility of using both geothe rmal and solar evapor ation. This deposit is located in the desert, so you can imagine that  it is 

quite dry there. The rainfall is extremely small, so solar evaporation can be used for potash sol ution mining. When you extract po t-

ash from unde rground in the form of slurry, which is a mixture of potash, water and other mine rals that come out of the ground, it is 

then precip itated and separated using different kinds of evap oration. In our case in Ethiopia, we can use solar evaporation because of 

the dry hot weather. In other areas like Russia or Saskatchewan, you have to use thermal evaporation to e vaporate water, which 

means you have to use a lot of energy for evaporation. In the case of Ethiopia, we can keep our energy consumption quite low be-

cause of the possibility to use solar evaporation. As far as geothermal is co ncerned, we are advised that at this preliminary stage it is 

possible as we have hot springs in the desert, But it requires further studies. So we don’t know in what form or shape, but we will 

definitely i nvestigate because that would be a tremendous local energy source for us.” 

“People should remember that ADF is a niche 

player, we are a well focused and well managed 

company with great EBITDA margins and a 

strong balance sheet. These are key indicators 

an investor needs to go through this cloudy pe-

riod right now.” - Louis Potvin 



 

CEOCFO: Do you own the property 100%? 

Mr. Abasov: “We currently have an o ption from a private organization to earn 100%. The exploration license works as follows: you 

get three years to do exploration work on this property and then you can extend it twice by one year each. So basically you get five 

years to conduct your exploration program. Once you satisfy yourself and the government of Ethiopia that this ground has enough 

potential to go into production; then you have to apply for a mining l icense.” 

 

CEOCFO: Do you need infrastructure; what is the setting in Ethiopia?  

Mr. Abasov: “It is a good stable country with a pro-western, pro-business government. They have been developing their infrastru c-

ture quite rapidly for the last several years. They have a democrati c government there; Indian as well as Ch inese companies are quite 

involved in building up the cou ntry’s infrastructure. The loc ation we are talking about is in the desert, so there is not much of an 

infrastructure there although there are roads leading to the property. We recently received a letter from the Ethiopian go vernment 

where they announced their plans to finance the co nstruction of a new road to the property. The good thing about this property is 

that there are two major companies exploring for po tash besides us in this same Danakil desert. One is an Indian co mpany called 

Sainik, a coal company exploring for potash and our asset completely surrounds their l icenses in the area. To the south of us, BHP 

Bill iton has a very large ground with what they c all a prospecting license, so we have very good neighbors there and they are also 

planning to start explor ation work. Therefore, we will talk to them as to how we can leverage our exploration efforts there. Most 

importantly, one of these companies is plann ing to build i nfrastructure around their assets. So it is a critical thing for us to know 

because that will allow us to leverage that infrastru cture for potash production and logistics. The loc ation has two routes to take pot-

ash to the intern ational ma rkets. One is to the southeast, the port of Djibouti, which is about 600 kilom eters, the other one is to the 

port on the Red Sea Coast, which is about 100 kilometers away. Although it may seem a bit early for us to start thin king about logis-

tics, but we started considering both of these options in order to determine the most v iable route and whether we can work with one 

or both of those two companies to develop these routes.” 

 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about your property in Argentina? 

Mr. Abasov: “Yes, we just acquired that property and unlike the Ethiopian pro perty, we have very little previous exploration data on 

this property. The plan is to do some grassroots exploration work. We know that there must be some potential there because it is a d-

jacent to Rio-Tinto’s Rio-Colorado operation and Rio Tinto is planning to build a very large solution mining f acility there. The plan 

going forward, probably starting later this year, is to do some grassroots exploration to find what pote ntial we have. This will prob a-

bly include seismic work and then possibly followed by dril ling. Then we can see whether we can actually ma nage both at the same 

time in Ethiopia and Argentina or we will need to JV one. At this point we are going to focus on Ethi opia, the property has a lot of 

merit and that will be our primary f ocus.” 

 

CEOCFO: Would you touch on the commodity market for potash, and why do you like to work with potash? 

Mr. Abasov: “The potash market is a very interesting market; it is not traded publicly on any organized exchan ges. All the transa c-

tions that take place in the potash sector are between buyers and sellers. Two major countries control about 70% of potash production 

in the world. There are three major companies operating out of Canada and the US; Po tash Corporation of Saskatchewan, Agrium 

and Mosaic and there are three large operators out of the former Soviet Union. Major buyers of potash are China, India, the US, Br a-

zil and a lot of other smaller countries that use potash for their fertilizer needs. The interesting t hing about potash is that there is 

plenty of potash in the world, but it takes a long time to bring new capacity into production. It takes a long time, a lot of money to do 

that and that is why you see that for the last couple of years we had this situatio n where there is a supply and demand gap in the se c-

tor. There is a growing demand coming from rapidly developing nations such as India and China. Therefore, the producers are ha v-

ing a hard time keeping up with that demand, because it takes a longer time to  bring a Greenfield mine into operation and it takes 

over $2 billion to put a conventional unde rground mine into production.  

 

If you want to trace back the reason for the huge demand for potash you need to go back ten, fifteen, or twenty years. You need to 

look at the economic reform programs undertaken by China at that time. Later India and Brazil joined this deve lopment race where 

the growing middl eclass want to have better lifestyle and better foods. So one of the major drivers of course is increase in c onsump-

tion of protein-based foods such as beef for example and other meats. Potash is a key ingred ient for the growth of healthy plants used 

for human and an imal food. What happens is at the same time as this demand grows, the arable land area per capita i s shrinking at a 

rapid pace especially in countries like China and India. China has very little potash production domestically and I don’t believe India 

has any potash production. Those countries are large net importers of po tash. As we go forward obviously the development of India 

and China will prob ably stay quite high, and definitely higher than in the west. Tens of millions of people will co ntinue joining the 

ranks of the middleclass. Therefore, strong demand for potash is likely to continue in forese eable future.” 

 

CEOCFO: In closing, why should potential investors choose Allana Resources out of the crowd? 

Mr. Abasov: “It is very straightforward for me; it will be probably one of the lo west Capex and possibly lowest Opex potash opera-

tions in the world. We are talking about a very shallow deposit, potential use of solar evaporation and geothe rmal energy in this area. 



We are talking about comparatively less money spent on exploration compared to many other a reas in the world including Sa s-

katchewan, and the  possibility of finding a strategic partner in countries like China or India or maybe partnering with a major mi n-

ing company that will be interested in deve loping this very attractive deposit. I believe that a strategic partnership will be the way to 

go, and Ethiopia is in an e xcellent position for that because it is a stable country with a strong asset. It is very close to transportation 

hubs. It is only 100 kilometers away from the Red Sea coast. We have a very strong ma nagement and exploration team. And we are 

going to strengthen our team further both on an advisor level, board level, and on a management level. In our explor ation and devel-

opment efforts In our exploration and development efforts we get a tremendous help from Northrim Expl orations out of Saskatche-

wan and Ercosplan of Germany, both probably the best potash mining experts in the world with whom I have built quite strong rel a-

tionships that will be deve loped further going forward.”
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